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LAST BUT NOT LEAST
Olympic fans

EDITORIAL
Detailed and systematic planning
and monitoring of digital activities
becomes more and more critical.
With so many platforms in parallel
operation, it becomes really
essential to stay on top of it all.
What content should I place and
where?
Social Media profiles are no longer
only newsfeeds, they have become
more
exclusive
channels
for
marketing and communication.

More planning, more processes &
more changes needed
What a busy summer of sport it has
been. First EURO2016, then Copa
America and the major event of
the summer, the Olympics, it really
has been non-stop. No time for a
break though with the European
football season returning and other
major sports about to re-start their
respective leagues.
The return of regular action
means it’s all systems go for digital
platforms, but does it actually ever
stop?
Always Happening
Not really, it’s a twenty-four hours
a day, seven days a week business.
Social platforms, mobile applications
and blogs or websites feature sports.
Emotions, compliments, tributes,
criticisms, disagreements and a lot
of interactions and engagements
are occurring right now.

Of course, content is key and
critical, however, if you place the
wrong content into the wrong
channel or at the wrong time, it
is a missed opportunity. The value
community on social platforms has
higher expectations.
Strategy changes and organisational
adjustments are happening – we see
Analysts, Researchers and Consumer
Marketing
managers
being
recruited into sports organisations
and assisting social media officers
and content administrators. It truly
is more than fan engagement – it
is Digital Sports Media, from fans,
to external media and sponsors and
frequently even more

A tremendous opportunity

Continue to distribute news on social
platforms, the mobile App or the
Website – but, you will be missing a
significant opportunity and certainly
will lose out to organisations who
have implemented strategic digital
sports media.
With all this in mind, I welcome
you to the August edition of Digital
Sports Media.
We have so much to go through.
Italy reached the last 8 of the
European Championship before
narrowly losing out to Germany.
Their on-field success was matched
in the digital world with superb
engagement rates and interaction
online. We spoke to Marco di Noia,
Social Media Manager for the
Azzurri who reflects on EURO2016
and his overall digital approach.
Content on social platforms and
websites are pushing for an ongoing alignment of the digital
strategy, especially for the rights
holders and the leagues. Casper
Heiselberg from Danish Super Liga
shares with Digital Sports Media
how he manages this challenge.
As always, we feature Richard
Clarke and he continues his
excellent and insightful series on
digital marketing. Check out our
latest digital ranking to see who
the movers and shakers are in the
world of digital sport.
Happy Reading.

Obviously there is the choice
to remain with the status quo.
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FIGC

BIG IMPACT
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Digital Sports Media spoke to Marco
di Noia, Social Media Manager of
the Federazione Italiana Giuoco
Calcio about the digital world of the
Italian national team.
Good Day Marco. We are very
excited to feature the Italian Football
Association in our magazine.
During EURO2016 this summer the
“Azzurri” did focus very strongly on
digital media and especially social
media. Can you share with our
readers why?
Strategy, creativity and dedicated
team work are the keywords of
our outstanding results. Last but
not least, the great performances
of the Azzurri team supported us
tremendously too.
You coordinate digital media
communications for the federation.
Could you describe a (regular)
workday?
I have a very active role in producing
content and coordinate all social
media channels as well as the
official website www.vivoazzurro.
it, so my regular workday is pretty
busy, especially when the male
National Team is coming together
and prepare or play international
matches. On top of this content
coordination, following the FIGC
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PIC. Engaging content is very important

guide lines, which we internally
agreed upon, I produce viral
content, like info-graphics: the goal
is to be very quick, as I invented
the approach, from preparation to
approval and finally to publish the
content. With this process, I can
produce as many visuals as needed
and when I think it is the right time,
I can post them.
How do you coordinate internally
activities
across
departments
(e.g. with ticketing, marketing,
press department, etc. to meet
their department needs in fan
communication?

The digital unit is within Vivo Azzurro
office, headed by Paolo Arsillo.
The digital unit is responsible for
social media and website, English
translators,
video
production,
fidelity card, fan relations and
match promotions. We usually
coordinate very closely with our
press, ticketing and marketing
departments to coordinate our
editorial plan, sponsors and/ or any
video channel needs. Of course, our
closest operational interaction is
with FIGC press office, which takes
care about the official institutional
site www.figc.it as well.

FIGC

Facebook is dominating at most
sports organisations around the
world. When did you launch your
profile? Were Goals & Objectives set
before entering Facebook and have
they been reached?
We launched it on May 2012
for two main reasons: having an
official FIGC presence on social
media to supersede the numerous
fake profiles’ and secondly to bring
traffic to www.vivoazzurro.it. Both
of the given objectives and goals
have been widely reached.
PIC. Goal celebration gifs did engage a lot of fans

Which other channels/ platforms are
implemented at the Italian National
Teams to interact with the fan base
(e.g. Google+, Twitter, YouTube,
etc.) and what role do they play in
our communication- and marketing
mix?
We have two Twitter accounts: one
in Italian, @Vivo_Azzurro and one
in English, @azzurri, dedicated to
the fans who are unable to speak or
read Italian. Furthermore, we have
an official presence on Instagram,
You Tube, Google + and, after the
quarter final versus Spain during
EURO2016, we are on Periscope
too. Anyway, our social media are
important for different reasons:
they inform and entertain fans,
they are source of information
for media, they help to bring to
people’s attention the activities
of our Youth, Female, Futsal and
Beach Soccer Italian national teams
and they are important for ticketing,
merchandising and FIGC sponsors.
Do you offer specific content for
each individual channel, or do you
use cross-posting across platforms?
Normally we cross-post, but
sometimes we organize initiatives

dedicated to a particular social
media platform, like we did
during EURO2016, where we
launched a GIF and an Art contest
only for Twitter (#GIFAzzurri and
#ArtAzzurri), and a Photo contest
only for Facebook (Made For Italy).
Sometimes we undertake common
and exclusive actions directly with
a social media staff. An example
could be the Twitter Fair Play
activity #MediterraneanDerby, we
organized together with Twitter
Sports and Spain before the last
quarterfinal.
How do you keep up with the ongoing evolution of platforms? Now
there is a hype on video, initially
with Meerkat, then Periscope and
now SnapChat? Is there a process
in place to review and consider new
platforms, plus subsequently adopt
them, if they are evaluated positive?
Following each and every opportunity
on social media platforms is pretty
difficult, because it is simply a
struggle with the human resources
to manage them. Personally I prefer
to manage few social networks and
have top results, than a lot of social

networks and stay in the middle in
all of them. But of course if there
is a social media that fit particularly
our needs - as Periscope did - we
evaluate it and than launch it.
Do you see a platform ‘overflow’
– too many platform offerings –
which potentially will irritate the fan
base?
I personally see an overflow, but
you have to stay focused on your
individual fan base. I mean the
bigger you create the offer, the
wider is the possibility of matching
the special needs and interests of
people. But it is more a problem
for the several small/medium digital
media networks, that risk being
unable to generate and activate
a large audience to survive in the
years to come, because of the
dispersion of its audience. Anyway
I noticed that social media giants
like Facebook or Twitter are trying
to include all the other social media
peculiarities. That could quickly
decrease the overcrowded market.
Have you implemented any internal
Digital Media Guidelines (e.g. for
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PIC. Italy were amongst the digital growth leaders during EURO2016

players, staff, etc.) at the club?
No, but I have a
very close
relationship with the players
and their respective social media
adminsitrators.
Did the growth on Social Media
channels impact the traffic (visits,
page impressions) on the website?
If yes, how?
Of course it did, especially during the
World Cup or the recent EURO2016.
The impact is proportional to the
event popularity, the editorial flow
and the exclusivity of the content.
But it depends on the individual
strategy too, as sometimes we prefer
to advance the social media: for
instance, a content posted directly
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on Facebook uses to be much more
viral than the same content posted
on Facebook through direct a
website link. But in case the strategy
should be to favour the website, so
yes, you could have a great benefit,
even more than 10 times the normal
traffic, but, as said, it depends form
several factors. It’s not always easy
to have the best reach on social
media and the best traffic on the
website. Sometimes you need to
make a choice.
Players are often a key factor for
fans towards their engagement
and interaction. Are you able to
approach the players directly to
coordinate content or do you have
to go through a dedicated process?

It really depends from what I need
from them! If we are talking about
sharing content on their social
media, or similar interactions, I
approach them or their social media
manager on my own. If I need them
for exclusive content, I coordinate
before with the press office. When
the team is gathered for the training
camp, for instance, I use to go there
for a couple of days for engaging
them in the social media activities.
In this case I communicate my plans
before to Vivo Azzurro head Paolo
Arsillo who makes the staff or the
press office aware of it. We do have
a common agreement in place, for
me to interact directly with the
players on the place freely.

FIGC
Besides the players being brand
ambassadors for the club, the
content is key for interactions
and engagement. Do you create
the content in-house or is there a
process in place to receive content?
First of all we create “players
content” only when the team is
gathered, and they belong to the
National Team “club”. If this is not
the case and I need something
particular, I reach out and get
support from our press office or the
video channel crew.
Which content works best for the
online community of the Italian
Football Federation and especially
the national team?
Our top engaging content is
normally represented by infographics, but now, since Facebook
and Twitter allowed the direct
uploading of the videos, this type of
content is getting more important.
During the EURO2016, we have
published very funny video-content,
in which the players’ knowledge
about their Azzurri teammates
has been tested. These clips had
millions of impressions and were
re-broadcasted by televisions and
media websites. Another very viral
content we did was the players’
personal goal celebration animated
gifs! I have spent a lot of time to
complete the preparation work
for them, but after Italy scored
the traffic was absolutely massive
and they quickly became a kind of
“cult”.
Do you take a look at other clubs
or sports in terms of growing and
interacting with your community?
Yes indeed. In principal I update my
knowledge systematically, as the
digital world change very fast. In the

beginning I used to purchase books,
but they not always have been
useful. For instance, about a month
ago I was looking for a new book
about Twitter, as I had already read
one during last year; but Twitter
implemented some updates on its
platform during recent weeks a
lot. When I checked the specialised
bookstores, I couldn’t find a single
updated book! So basically I think
websites on technology, social media
online tutorials or FAQ work much
better at an expert stage. Naturally
the monitoring of other social media
profiles and channels does help a lot!
In my case, I used to “study” what
the other national teams, players
or clubs do on their platforms, and
when I don’t have time to do it, I am
“supported” by potential suppliers
and service provides, who approach
us to introduce new tools. Or by the
social media managers from partner
companies, who come to us for
pushing FIGC to commit more on
their own social media, teaching us
how to use their new profiles and
digital implementations.

evolution of smartphones. Did you
experience this adoption/ evolution
within your fan base for Mobile
and Social Media (i.e. Check-Ins,
etc.) and how did this change your
offering (ie. any special content or
contests)?

Social
Media
channels
have
grown so significantly in terms
of followership. Does this attract
existing and also new sponsorships?
If yes, do you execute specific
campaigns or marketing/ sponsor
activities throughout the season?

Audio had been a little neglected
in the past, but now we see great
desire from Fans at soccer and other
sports organizations, like Arsenal,
Cologne, where they achieve huge
follower numbers on SoundCloud.
Will Audio revive or do you see this
differently?

Big communities are now very
important for sponsors, particularly
if your fan base represents an
optimized target audience for their
products. Thus, we use to support
our sponsors in different ways: from
a simple sharing of their content,
up to the planning and execution
of common campaigns or activities
during Italy’ games above all.
Digital is not only the growth
of social platforms, but also the

Website and social media analytics
or insights say that mobile audience
is growing up and overwhelming the
desktop one. So it is normal for us
to consider that. Another example:
some months ago the mobile social
media Instagram could only manage
square pictures. So I decided to
change all of my graphic templates
from a size which matched social
media and the website format
(640x420) at the same time to a
square size, producing different
templates for the website. Now
Instagram can manage rectangular
pictures without the need of
resizing them to a perfect square,
so I re-made all of my info-graphic
templates to integrate the website
format too, which allows me to save
some crucial time.

Well, I have a music project too,
so I hardly hope that audio will
revive! (lol)… In football I think it
could work more for clubs than for
National Teams, which usually do
have a “compressed schedule” for
player activities. Anyway it could be
interesting if you plan a particular
audio project involving a radio
partner or a music major but, first
of all, if you have resources to grow
it well too.
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changed. How is the workload
during such an event?

Pic. Marco di Noia, Social Media Manager of FIGC

What will be the next “big” thing on
Digital Media for the Italian National
Team? Second Screen, SMART-TV
Apps or do you think new platforms
will appear?

does helps a lot on that matter. And
I would even add, in my case, having
a parallel artistic project helped me
as well!

With all your activities on digital.
How do you keep an overview of
things in terms of monitoring?

I have always worked as a journalist
and
I
attended
humanistic
academic studies: nothing related
to computer graphic or science. But
I interested in website CMS, SEO,
Online advertising and computer
graphics, when I decided to create
a personal artistic website/ blog for
myself. The practical knowledge I
gathered and the additional books I
have read for this hobby, have been
the basis for my current work being
the www.vivoazzurro.it Content
and Social Media Manager. In other
words, even a hobby can give you
the chance of increasing your work
capabilities in a relaxed studying
situation and without taking your
narrow working time.

On the top of what I have already
answered in a previous question,
I would like to state that being a
subscriber of online technology
driven magazines and newsletters

Lets focus a little more on EURO2016.
A tournament with global reach
and a huge opportunity, especially
for and with digital media. We are
certain all your normal routines

We had executed a second screen
activity during the World Cup 2014
together with our sponsor TIM,
and it worked pretty well! Anyway
the start of a new activity depends
upon several factors. Personally I
prefer to firstly assure the solidity
of what we‘ve got, and secondly
think about new platforms or tools.
It is a step by step evolution. About
the future, we’ll have two years of
time to think about new weapons
to use, hopefully during the next
World Cup.
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Well… during a World Cup or a
EURO competition, I usually spend
my life in a kind of digital-cellar
(lol), working 10-12 hours per day,
with no rest at all, even on Sunday
or public holidays. A tournament
of this magnitude takes all of your
time and effort, as there is much
more content from the players, the
entire team. A lot of social media
for sponsors or charity activities
concentrate during this period.
Furthermore, during a popular
tournament, platforms like the ones
I work on, are under the spotlight of
media, FIFA or UEFA and of course,
external
monitoring
agencies.
This offers the unique opportunity
of having positive newspaper
coverage, with articles and so on…
but also the possibility of negative
articles or press, checking under
the microscope if your strategy
fails or when benchmarked against
competitors (the other National
Teams digital crews), state, that
these do work better than you do!
On one hand it is a very tiring, but
the positive aspects and gratitude
to participate in such unique events
overwhelm. It is like to be on apnoea
for about a month an a half…
What planning did you do prior to
the tournament?
I did a ‘rough’ editorial schedule for
social media and website, because
as usually, a lot of new ideas come
during the path in relation to the
facts. The content communication
style or the digital activities should
always adapt to the Azzurri’s
performances as the fans’ mood
often changes in a drastic way - from
a win to a lose on the pitch. This
requires a lot of flexibility, real-time
adaptation and crisis management

FIGC

skills and a lot of creativity. But
overall a deep knowledge for the
digital community you work with.
Sometimes you have the possibility
of posting massively and using
funny contents, other times you
should be totally aseptic and reduce
your flow.
The Social Media success was
featured all the news in Italy. You
prepared the evolution on your
channels and the media covered it.
Were the newspapers in principal
happy with the process?
Yes of course. Social networks
are especially good for digital
rankings during a tournament, as
the performances can be easily
compared in an objective way.
Some data, such us “like/follower”

growth or engagement rate, are not
isolated information for the social
media page owners, but they can be
monitored and verified by everyone.
Data always speaks for itself, in
some ways the like performance is
similar to the results on the football
field. Nevertheless, sometimes I
read ‘strange’ articles, written by
a journalist, who didn’t take the
time to complete his research in an
accurate manner or didn’t have the
capability to fully understand the
situation. I believe in general, it is a
global 2.0 information problem.

Very positive! Our Fans recognized
that the team gave everything and
played at the same level than the
current World Champion Germany
during the quarterfinal. It was the
evolution of Team Italy during the
tournament, because only few
people could forecast before the
start, that Italy would be able to
defeat Belgium and Spain by 2-0
and come out top of its group after
three games…

Dear Marco, many thanks for taking
the time for this expert talk!
EURO 2016 has had a sudden
(penalty) ending for Italy. How
was the response for the online
community?
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ALKA SUPERLIGA

STEP BY STEP
„Digital Sports Media“ held an expert
Talk with Casper Heiselberg, Digital
Manager of the Danish Alka Superliga.
Hello Mr. Heiselberg. We are very
excited to feature the Alka Superliga
in our magazine. With EURO2016
just finished, teams come back into
pre-season and the league start just
around the corner, how does your
regular workday look like?
This is the busiest time of the year as
we are preparing for the new season.
A regular workday starts at home,
where I start the day by keeping up
with social media, news and emails
before checking in at the office. As
I touch upon many areas of digital,
there are always different tasks and
projects to work on. This time of the
year is obviously concentrated on
preparation for the new season. I need
to prepare all club services, organize
player images, video highlight
workflows etc. for the new season
as well as prepare the promoted and
relegated clubs with the new digital
procedures.
I am an “always on” person, so I am
usually on social media and email all
day, so a regular workday finishes
when I go to bed. In addition, I also
have to cover the matches and be
available in the weekends, where the
matches are usually played.
How large is the unit on digital at
Alka Superliga and how do you
coordinate internally activities across
departments (e.g. with ticketing,
marketing, press department, etc. to
meet their department needs in fan
communication?
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Pic. Everyday equipment

I run the digital department on my
own with the help of colleagues from
the other departments when needed.

problems in coordinating all things
internally on a daily basis without
complicated workflows.

We are obviously a league in a small
country. The whole organisation in
the league administration consist of
only 12 employees. I am in charge
of all things Digital, which includes
web
platforms,
social
media,
video highlights, match tracking,
tournament data, apps, club service
products for media accreditation and
starting line ups, widgets for clubs
etc.

You recently relaunched the official
league website for Alka Superliga
www.superliga.dk . Tell us about that
project and process.

I also support the other departments
with digital support on the
technologies behind our fan surveys,
fixture scheduling and sporting
performance tools.
In addition to the above, we also run
a fantasy game, which my colleague
from Marketing is in charge of. As the
organisation is rather small, I find no

For the spring season of 2015/16 we
relaunched the official website of
Alka Superliga after spending more
than a year on the right scoping and
development of the website.
We wanted to build a platform, which
enables us to continuously offer the
finest digital experiences for both
fans and clubs in the future.
In the development I spent a great
amount of time in analysing the
purpose of the website, which is
actually an interesting question
to ask: What is the purpose
of an official league website?

ALKA SUPERLIGA
There are the evident answers such
as brand the league and provide
tournament information. The latter
being an element, some would say is
already well covered by clubs, media
and apps in the market.
The same goes with editorial content.
The league is well covered in the
Danish media on daily basis, whilst
the clubs themselves are very good in
creating fan engaging content such as
behind-the-scenes, interviews etc., so
it is an area where we would generate
limited value.
We also must recognize that football
fans tends to be more dedicated
towards a team rather than the league.
If you want to know something
about a player, club or want to buy
a ticket, you would either go directly
to the club’s official website directly or
google it.
So what purpose does a league
website have?
We came up with four areas, which
serves as the fundament of our new
website.
Tournament data: We obviously need
to show official league data on the
current season. On top of that, the
visitors can watch video and image
highlights after each game.
Tracking data: In-game statistics have
really grown and matured in the
media landscape in the recent years.
We want to raise the analytical level
in the league by providing extensive
statistics from each game such as top
speed and meters run.
Nostalgia. The league celebrates its
25th anniversary in 2016, so there is
a lot of nostalgia to build upon. We
want to embrace the history and the
old heroes of the tournament.

Pic. New website of the Danish Alka Superliga

Social media. We obviously have to
have a platform, which is built to
act with social media to easily create
content for editors and fans, and
to facilitate and support the daily
interactions on social media.
We are looking forward to continue
the improvements of the website and
are always up for listening to new
ideas to improve it.
Facebook is dominating at most
sports organisations around the
world. When did you launch your
profile? Were Goals & Objectives set
before entering Facebook and have
they been reached?

of the league comes down to
sporting success, attendance and
spectatorship. I do not believe that
Facebook itself can affect these
numbers directly, but obviously plays
a great part in driving focus on the
league in the digital world.
The objective of our Facebook page is
to increase the knowledge and reach
of the league and the clubs. I think we
succeed in that when looking at the
reach we get in our posts.
Of our greatest success on Facebook
I have to mention our “player of the
month” award. In the past, this award
was handed out before kick-off and
had limited coverage in the press.

The Facebook page was set up back in
2012, I think. It was mainly used back
then to support the newly launched
fantasy football game. We have now
turned it into a branding platform,
where we aim at bringing the league
into the everyday life of a Dane.

We now use Facebook to build up the
excitement before the award by asking
fans of their suggested winners. Few
days later we announce the top
three as nominated players voted by
our broadcasters. Once the decision
has been taken by our broadcasters,
we ask the club of the winner to
At the end of the day, the success surprise the winner and we roll it out
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on our social media platforms. This
creates great social media content
with limited efforts and we succeed
in actually engaging with fans of all
clubs in the league.
Which other channels/ platforms are
implemented at the Alka Superliga
to interact with the fan base (e.g.
Google+, Twitter, YouTube, etc.)
and what role do they play in our
communication- and marketing mix?
Whilst Twitter is not as mainstream as
Facebook is in Denmark, I recognize
Twitter as the main platform for
football media and journalists as well
as a great part of the “hardcore”
supporters. This is where you get most
news from and this is where we can
easily communicate anything from
fixture changes to new rules. The
hashtag for the league #sldk has been
in the top 3 of most used hashtags on
Danish profiles in the last 3 years.
We use it to engage with the media
and fans, and assist our clubs in
promoting their tweets if we find
them of any interest for the general
football league. Thus we do not
retweet a club’s post-match interview.
Another main feature on our Twitter
channel is the official announcement
of starting line ups. 60 minutes before
each game, the home team shall enter
the starting line ups of both teams
and they are then pushed out on
superliga.dk and our Twitter profile,
including the graphical formation.
The third social platform is our
Instagram-profile, which we update
regularly to engage with the
growing number of fans there. It
is an interesting platform for fan
engagement and we do use it to run
competitions and ask for fan content,
but can also be a shallow platform
sometimes.
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Whist you may generate a lot of
likes on a post, it is difficult to really
understand how much you have
engaged with the user. To ‘like’ a post
on Instagram only takes a double tab.
It is easy and people have different
behaviours for this. I look at my own
behaviour and can easily see myself
‘liking’ posts automatically.
Whilst we do not use YouTube
centrally, the platform plays a great
role for the clubs as they produce a lot
of video content and use this platform
to show highlights from their games
as well.
Each club are entitled to receive the
official highlights after each game.
We use 23video in the league to
upload and distribute the highlights
to each clubs automatically and also
show the highlights on our official
league website. Their video marketing
platform shows some great promise,
which I hope we and the clubs can
benefit from in the future.

features to drive fan engagement
among our fans. We would be more
than keen on test out new features
and work together to create greater
experiences for our highly engaged
fans.
Do you offer specific content for each
individual channel, or do you use
cross-posting across platforms?
Mainly cross-posting strategy, it is
obviously down to the content. Most
of our content can easily be applied
onto all platforms, but we do not
post starting lineups on Facebook
for example as they only have a
45-minute life span of interest.
In general: If we just want to engage
with fans, then Facebook and
Instagram is best.
If we want to get something out in
the media, then Twitter is the best.
How do you coordinate with the
teams of Alka Superliga?

Talking about these networks, one
thing that will be interesting to follow
is their growing interest for sports
rights, where they perhaps may be
able to reinvent the way we are
consuming sports, but also creates a
dilemma for us, as they may become
bigger and bigger competitors to our
current right holders. And if they are
not in the market for our own rights,
then they may be competitors on
others, so it is a delicate dilemma that
we will obviously have to address if it
becomes a larger issue.
In more general terms, I sometimes
feel we have a challenge in Denmark
as we are a small country with a
limited market for these platforms.
It is difficult to reach out to the
likes of Facebook, Twitter and
Snapchat despite a keen interest and
opportunity to embrace their latest

Pic. Casper Heiselberg, Digital Manager

ALKA SUPERLIGA
We have quarterly meetings with
the media departments of all clubs
and have also created a Facebook
group for all the social media teams
in the clubs. The goal of this group is
to share insights, trends and discuss
everything related to social media.
How do you keep up with the ongoing evolution of platforms? Now
there is a hype on video, initially with
Meerkat, then Periscope and now
SnapChat? Is there a process in place
to review and consider new platforms,
plus subsequently adopt them, if they
are evaluated positive?
I am very critical towards new
platforms considering our role and
resources. Whilst I can definitely see
benefits of SnapChat and Periscope,
I can also see that it is not the turf
for us to play on as a league. At least
not to as running league profiles.
I see almost endless opportunities for
clubs to create engaging content for
their fans and sponsors if they have
the resources for it.
Do you see a platform ‘overflow’ –
too many platform offerings – which
potentially will irritate the fan base?
Not really. At the end of the day,
the giants – Facebook, Twitter and
Snapchat – will be the major ones for
the time being. We saw with Meerkat
that if a new platform pops up with
a smart way of interacting, it is just a
matter of time before the giants will
take up that technology and adopt it
to their platform.
Have you implemented any internal
Digital Media Guidelines (e.g. for
clubs, staff, etc.) at the league?
Only considering the broadcasting
rights.
Did the growth on Social Media
channels impact the traffic (visits,

Pic. Facebook profile of the Danish Alka Superliga

page impressions) on the website? If
yes, how?
This has not been a strategy in the
past due to the limited features of our
previous website. In the future we will
look into using social media to create
traffic on our website and fulfil our
goals.
Which strategic goals do you set for
the league, or is the digital presence
to be supportive to the clubs of the
league?
The strategic goal is to brand the
league and clubs on our digital
platforms. We want to grow the
attendance at games, grow the
ratings on tv and stream and finally
create value for our fans, clubs and
sponsors.
Do we want to grow the numbers
on our website and social media?
Yes, obviously. But I would rather
see an FC Midtjylland Fan visit the

official website of FC Midtjylland than
the official Alka Superliga website.
So there is obviously an ongoing
dilemma.
Content is key for interactions and
engagement. Do you create the
content in-house or is there a process
in place to receive content?
Most of it in-house. On rare occasions
we use agencies to do the creatives.
Which Content works best for the
online community of the Danish Alka
Superliga?
Matches, rivalries, transfers, nostalgia
and awards are the main topics that
seems to drive most engagement.
Do you take a look at clubs, other
leagues or even alternative sports in
terms of growing and interacting with
your community?
I constantly follow what other brands,
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leagues, clubs and alternative sports
are doing. There is a lot of good stuff
going on out there. Within sports
I particular like what the German
Bundesliga are doing on Twitter and
what Wimbledon and MLS are doing
on Facebook, even though most of
the things are beyond what we are
able to do.
Social Media channels have grown so
significantly in terms of followership.
Does this attract existing and also new
sponsorships? If yes, do you execute
specific campaigns or marketing/
sponsor activities throughout the
season?
Yes, obviously and I want to look into
this area as well in the future. We
currently execute campaigns for our
betting partner through our Facebook
page.
Audio had been a little neglected in
the past, but now we see great desire
from Fans at soccer and other sports
organizations, like Arsenal, Cologne,
where they achieve huge follower
numbers on SoundClound. Will Audio
revive or do you see this differently?
I think we have already seen it revive
through podcasts. Podcasts have
grown steadily over the years and
especially in the last 2 years, we
have seen many successful football
podcasts gaining momentum. I wish
I had time to listen to them myself!

It seems the fans cannot get enough
from the direct relationship with the
club. What will be the next “big”
thing on Digital Media for the Alka
Superliga? Second Screen, SMART-TV
Apps or do you think new platforms
will appear?
I think the connectivity will be key in
the coming years. WIFI is slowly rolling
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Pic. Twitter profile of the Danish Alka Superliga

out on European stadia, including the
Danish. I think Manchester City has
really lead the way of connecting the
football experience with the digital
experience through their matchday
app, which plays a great part of the
whole fan engaging setup at their
matches. We will see an adoption
of digital to support the matchday
experience both in and outside the
stadium.
I think the challenge in the coming
time will be to monitor your efforts
and presence as we see people moving
away from the ‘open’ networks into
more private ones such as Whatsapp,
Snapchat and FB Messenger.

As mentioned earlier, this summer
is a big one as it is the first time we
are going through a season change
on our new website, which obviously
have created some challenges.
We are also facing a historic season
with a new expansion, tournament
structure and brand profile of Alka
Superliga. The efforts in the coming
months will be to push out knowledge
and reach of the new brand and new
league structure.
Along with that, we will be focusing
on improving our website with new
features and services for both fans
and clubs.

With all your activities on digital. How
do you keep an overview of things in
terms of monitoring?

Dear Mr. Heiselberg, many thanks for
taking the time for this exciting and
very interesting expert talk!

We do not use any advanced
monitoring and analysing tools for
various reasons. The major reason
being that we have not felt a need for
it yet.

www.superliga.dk
www.facebook.com/superligaen
www.twitter.com/superligaen
www.instagram.com/superligaen

Lets have a look at the upcoming
season. What planning have you
completed prior to the league start?

RICHARD CLARKE

EURO 2016
RECAP
Euro 2016 was full of surprises –
Portugal lifting the trophy, Wales
making the semi-finals, Germany
losing a penalty shoot-out… and…
ahem… England taking the lead
against Iceland.
Although Eder scored the winner in
the final and Cristiano Ronaldo held
the trophy aloft at the end, in terms
of sports digital, Italy and Instagram
took the honours.
As the excellent statistics from Result
Sport show (see page 17), the Azzuri
led the League for follower growth
throughout the Group Stage and
the Round of 16 when all the major
nations were still involved. France
only overtook them on July 5 when
they were about to play the semifinal and a few days after the Italians
were out.
The Azzuri’s content was engaging,
evocative and tapped into a spirit
of regeneration. Their most popular
Facebook post was the team’s
emotional rendition of the national
anthem at their hotel. It garnered
2.7 million views, 22,000 shares
and 71,000 likes. They even got
manager Antonio Conte to sing “Il
Canto degli Italiani“ on Instagram.
Their early tournament call for GIFs
from fans drew one of the more
creative responses. While their
graphics were bold and confident.

PIC: The Azzurri did an excellent job on social media

Of course, the effect of onpitch performance is almost
insurmountable when undertaking
any analysis such as this. And
remember,
Italy
started
the
tournament with a swagger.
However they grew their overall
following by 14 per cent despite
going out in the quarter-finals. Like
many of the major teams, half of
that increase came via Facebook.
Overall teams grew their following
by 30 per cent on that platform.
Twitter went up by 57 per cent and
You Tube 24 per cent. However
Instagram was by far the biggest
mover with competition teams

growing their aggregate following
by 131 percent.
Portugal, Poland, Wales, Republic
of Ireland, Switzerland, Romania,
Hungary all more than doubled
their following. Northern Ireland
started the tournament with less
than 100 and ended up on 14,103.
Meanwhile Iceland went from 6,500
to over 38,500.
Speaking of the England conquerors,
their combined digital growth was
257 per cent and the raw figure
was 113,481. That is 11th overall,
a huge achievement relative to their
size.
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The other fairy story success was
Wales. It seemed that the entire
nation was determined to enjoy
its first tournament since 1958.
They tapped into national pride
with a campaign to get as many
good luck messages from Welsh
schoolchildren. The results were
incredibly cute.
Also the sheer delight of their run
to the semi-finals was obvious for a
team whose slogan on social media
had been ”We Play for You”. They
passed on the emotion via social to
great effect.
Wales added 261,000 followers
on Instagram, a leap of 69 per
cent, and team in the tournament.
Incidentally, the top 11 all saw
Instagram grow in greater numbers
than Twitter.
However there was a crumb of
consolation for ‘the bird’ in the
144,000 followers accumulated by
the official German account during
Euro2016. This was more than any
other team and Die Mannschaft
now lead the Twitter table. It is
perhaps a significant breakthrough

for a country that, until
a few years ago, was
considered to dislike that
particular platform. Now,
seven of the top 10 Twitter
personalities in Germany
are members of the
national team. Perhaps
football has been at the
heart of the change.
Curiously the German
side has less than 5,000
followers on its YouTube
channel. And the GooglePIC: Engaging content by Wales
owned video platform
threw up the most
interesting questions. For
example why is Poland’s
YouTube presence so strong? As I said, the downside of
They put on 112,000 during the analyzing tournament figures is
tournament and, with 284,000 the overwhelming influence of the
subscribers, have more than any variable of success.
other team in the tournament
apart from France. Also why does But, for the content creators, you
Hungary have more You Tube have to ride the wave while you
can.
subscribers than Spain?
And, perhaps most importantly,
why have Portugal not launched a
YouTube page on the back of the
tournament?

Richard Clarke blogs at www.MrRichardClarke.com.
He is @MrRichardClarke on Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat
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ADVERTORIAL

For those who are enthusiastic about law and management in sports

INTERNATIONAL SPORTS LAW (LL.M.)

nd
Start studying a ee
fr
get an iPad for

From communicating with athletes, sponsors or media to the organization of events or the
founding of sports organizations: The degree programs offered by LUNEX University qualify
managers and legal advisors for the challenges arising through the professionalization in
sports.
• The Master's program in International Sports Law (LL.M.) imparts deepening
knowledge of legal issues in international sport and enables specialization in Sports
Arbitration.
LUNEX University focuses on a modern, digital learning environment and a flexible
study with block scheduling in small groups. The central location of the
campus right in the heart of Europe (Luxembourg) and English as program
language facilitate the construction/extension of a professional and
OUT
international network within sports, health and education.
MATION AB
MORE INFOR

LUNEX

Information about the sports and health study programs at LUNEX University on: www.lunex-university.net

Accredited by
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GERMAN BUNDESLIGA
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GERMAN 2.BUNDESLIGA
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PREMIER LEAGUE
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LA LIGA
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SERIE A
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LIGUE 1
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CHAMPIONSHIP LEAGUE
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GUINESS PRO 12
RUGBY
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FOOTBALL CLUBS ON
SINAWEIBO
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MLS
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NFL II
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NBA I
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NBA II
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NHL I
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NHL II
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EUROPEAN
FOOTBALL
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EUROPEAN
BASKETBALL
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EUROPEAN
ICE HOCKEY
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EUROPEAN
HANDBALL
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LAST BUT NOT LEAST

OLYMPIC FANS
DIGITAL SPORTS MEDIA
August 2016
IMPRINT
DIGITAL SPORTS MEDIA:
This publication is dedicated to the
global Digital Sports Business.
This magazine is published
monthly (in German) and features
the overall evolution, interesting
applications, case studies, best practice
models, expert talks, used cases,
plus the overall
evolution and trends for
Digital Media in Sports.
We denote the term ‚Digital Media‘ with
the entire mobile & wireless
communication, the various
social networking platforms and
the overall world wide web/ website
evolution.
The magazine is prepared in
close consideration of the pragmatical
approach in sports organizations and the
scientific teaching and is in sole
ownership published by RESULT Sports.

EDITORIAL
Mario Leo

Globalwebindex.net completed a
survey amongst the Olympic fans
about the digital usage behaviour
during the Olympic Games 2016.
It concluded, seven out of ten fans
were watching the broadcasts and
highlights online. Of these online
users, 25% fans did use a tablet,
45% their phones and 63% laptops.
The most popular social network
amongst the Olympic fans was
YouTube, followed by Facebook and
Twitter.
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More than 85% of these digital
Olympic fans were using a device as
second screen during the broadcasts.
The usage of mobile devices has
significantly grown in comparison to
the last major sporting event, while
the usage of Laptops and Personal
Computers went down.
Chatting with friends, checking
social networks and looking for
news updates or emails were the
most popular reasons for using the
second screen device.

Founder & General Manager
RESULT Sports

Hanna Kavalevich
Project Manager
RESULT Sports

SUBSCRIPTIONS
You can subscribe to this publication
on our website
www.result-sports.com
or by sending an email to
magazin@result-sports.com
For any other enquiries please contact us at
+49 (0)6042 5921742

